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’,A Radicals chain, lock
Tower Hall doors
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Members of the RSB march past the Journalism Building.
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Thursday. September 15, 1977

Bunzel blasts ’bullhorn tactics,’
encourages creative discussion
of
the
members
While
Revolutionary Student Brigade
chanted outside the locked doors of
Tower Hall, SJSU Presidnt John
Bunzel met with campus media and
denounced the RSB’s "bullhorn
tactics."
The RSB was protesting Bunzel’s stand in favor of the Bakke
decision, in which the California
Supreme Court ruled a minority
admissions program discriminated
against a white applicant to the
University of California at Davis’
medical school.
"My position (on Bakke is a
matter of record," Bunzel told the
press. "I’m asked to participate on
TV and radio on this subject almost

12 times a week."
Bunzel said he will "share views
with an audience that is interested in
talking gently, listening intently and
probing thoughtfully."
"I don’t particularly want to
move into an open theatre to find a
discussion of how sick and
capitalistic this country is and how
racist lam."
Also during the 45-minute
meeting, Bunzel announced he will
discuss the parking situation with
students late this month.
Bunzel and A.S. President Steve
Wright have tentatively scheduled a
question -and -answer period with
students for noon Thursday, Sept. 29

’U’ replaces ’F’
for unofficial drop;
grades still hurt
This semester, students who fail
to officially drop a class they have
stopped attending will receive a "U"
(unofficial withdrawal ) instead of
an administrative "F," but the
effect on their grade point average
will remain the same.
The change comes as a result of
an executive order issued in June by
Alex E. Sheriffs, vice chancellor of
academic affairs of the California
State University and Colleges,
system. They change will apply to
all 19 campuses in the CSUC system.
Associate Director of Records
Jack Tuthill said that his office gave
out approximately 800 falling grades
last semester, but there was no way
of determining an exact number of
administrative F’s given.

for the hassle invovled
records deparment."

for

the

CSUC Dean of Academic Affairs
Robert Bess defended the change to
the "U" saying that when teachers
failed students who did not officially
drop their classes "it doesn’t reflect
what really happended.
"The new policy enables a
person reviewing the student’s
record to decide themselves if
failing to withdraw is an F or not."
Hess said a penalty is needed for
students who fail to critically withdraw because enrollment figures
determine how many tax dollars go
to the campuses.
"It would be unfair if the taxpayers were paying for students who
aren’t attending class," he said.

in the S.U. Amphitheatre.
"The university didn’t create
the parking problem," Bunzel said.
"We have one of the largest
enrollments in the state and one of
the smallest acreages.
"If we had financing that would
allow us to purchase land and build a
garage, we would do it." Bunzel
estimated the cost of such a job to
between $10 and $15 million.
Bunzel noted that SJSI.1 is the
only campus in the California State
University and Colleges system with
two garages,
Parking availability has been
"generally good" during the first
two weeks of school, he said. The 7th
and 10th Street garages are filling up
about the same time of day as in
previous years.
Bunzel also announced that the
Personel Selection Comittee of the
Economics Department will retain
The
three outside members.
committee makes hiring, firing and
promotion recomendations. It is the
only such committee at SJSU to
include members form other
deparments.
Bunzel also announced proceeds
from
last spring’s "Spartan
Showcase" will be divided among
various schools.
Receiving $400
each are the schools of Business,
Education,
Engineering,
Humanities and Arts. Social
Sciences, Applied Arts and Sciences
and Science. The School of Social
Work, New College and the Support
Staff Council will each receive $200,
and the Faculty Club will get $250.
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University Police holds up the
lock and chain for Lorry James.
technical services,

to cut.

The

door of Tower Hall was chained

John Bunzel.

University Police car with a parr of
three-foot long bolt cutters in the
trunk.

for a South Africa rally then. They
actually locked the dude in his office
that time."

"This is a technical service, you
see," he said, grinning.

Marcia Obsniuk, a public
relations junior observing the march
said, "It looks like a very poor
turnout to me. If what they have is
such a big cause, I’d think they’d
have a bigger turnout."

"I don’t recall the door ever
being chained shut before, though."
"Obviously it’s no big problem,"
he added.
The use of the chain was a first
by the RSB at SJSU, but the ploy has
been used before, according to RSB
member Kim Yoshi, a history
junior.
"We got the idea from a school
in Chicago," she said ."They used it

The RSB returned to Bunzel’s
office at 2:15 p.m. in an attempt to
get into a press conference between
the president and campus media
The revolutionary group met with
the same locked doors, and left
chanting

Illegal parkers hurt handicapped
When it comes to parking,
nothing is sacred.
Physically able students are
regularly occupying the campus
parking spaces reserved for handicapped and disabled students,
according to Disabled Services

Coordinator Mary Rogers.
Rogers claims she saw five
tickets on cars without permits
during one day at the reserved lot on
San Fernando Street in front of the
library

It is not unusual to see incidents
like this every day, Rogers added
"Students should be aware of
the inconvenience to their fellow
students." she said
"During the first two weeks of
this semester, I tagged an average

Disabled student
robbed on campus lot

A.S. Attorney General Ron
Stevenson called the change
"pointless" and said that it was "a
waste of time and energy to go to the
trouble."

A handicapped SJSU student
the victim of a strong-arm
robbery Wednesday everning as he
was leaving campus.
According to University Police,
Jim Daniels was unlocking his car
between 8 and 9 p.m. at lot seven, by
the Health Building, when he was
attacked from behind and robbed of
almost $300 worth of belongings by
an unidentified man. The thief also
stole Daniels’ special parking
permit for the disabled.
His assailant then demanded
money and Daniels parking permit.
When Daniels refused, Correll
said the robber hit him several times
with a club and took his parking
permit, a $175 watch, $90 worth of
school books, some medicine and a
pack of cigarettes. His loss was
estimated at $289.80.
The thief never found $200 In
cash that Daniels carried in a wallet
in his back pocket.
The incident was not reported
was

Since the "U" will be equivalent
to an "F" in computing a student’s
GPA, Stevenson said it would "just
be a matter of time until It’s equated
to an ’F.’ "
"If it’s an ’F’ they should call it
an ’F,’ he said.
The attorney general said he
plans to meet with Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns and the
Academic Senate to discuss alternatives to the situation.
He suggests that students who
fail to drop classes by the end of the
semester should be able to pay a
small fine and have the grade
removed from their transcript.

Handicapped SJSU student Jim
Daniels described his attacker

shut
by
members
of
the
Revolutionary Student Brigade in
protest to the position take,) on
the Bakke decision by President

Needy are dismayed at violations

He explained that instructors
give out administrative F’s to
students who stop attending class.
and that is was impossible for his
office to estimate how many of those
grades were given out.

"This would prevent students
from being punished academically
because they lack responsibility,"
Stevenson explained, "and also pay

By Brian Hoey
Chanting into a bullhorn with a
crowd of about 40 persons looking
on, members of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade chained and locked
the front doors of Tower Hall during
a Bakke decision protest march on
SJSU President John Bunzel’s office
yesterday afternoon.
Shouting "Break the chains of
minority oppression.
Fight the
Bakke decision," RSB members
wrapped a four -foot length of heavy
linked chain around the door handles
and secured it with a padlock after
finding the entrance to Bunzel’s
second floor office locked and its
occupant gone.
RSB members said the purpose
of the march was to present a
statement to Bunzel opposing his
"racist pro-Bakke stand which
claims that minority admissions is
reverse discrimination.."
In the Bakke de el:3ton the
California Supreme Court ruled that
it was illegal for whites to be
under
against
discriminated
admissions
minority
existing
programs. The case was appealed
to the U.S. Supreme Court and is
scheduled to be heard in October or
early November.
The statement demanded that
Bonze’ come to an open debate on
the Bakke decision Oct. 5 at a
location to be determined. It also
called for no cuts in minority
programs. Economic Opportunity
Program or ethnic studies at SJSU.
"We sort of expected that this
would
happen,"
said
RSB
spokesperson Sharon Yuki as she
wateched a poster -size version of the
statement being tacked on the
locked doors. "He’s always out to
lunch when we come over like this.
He won’t face the students."
Turning to the crowd assembled
on the stairwell, she yelled, "You
may be blind, but you’re going to
have a hard time getting into this
goddam school. We’re here to break
the chains of 200 years of minority
oppression. Let’s give him some of
his own."
the
chaining
Outside
at
ceremony she called Bunzel "a
closet Ku Klux Klanner...with a nice
tan and no Southern accent.
"At San Francisco State he
fought like hell to keep those
minority programs out. Now we’re
saying, ’Hey, we’re not putting up
with that bullshit anymore.’ "
Although the chaining of the
doors met with cheering and applause by the crowd, its effect was
shortlived. Five minutes after the
group had departed for the Student
Union, Technical Services Officer
Larry James drove up in a

as in his twenties, 5 -foot -10, 220
pounds and block.

until the next day, Correll said.
because after the robbery Daniels
went directly to the hospital for
treatment of minor injuries he
received in the beating.
Daniels described his assailant
as a black male in his twenties.
about 5 foot 10 tall and weighing
about 220 pounds.

New bus lines
Commuters can now park at
Spartan Stadium and take the
rerouted Santa Clara County bus
line number 83 to campus.
Line 83 will leave the stadium
area 10 and 40 minutes after the hour
between the hours of 8 a.m a md 4. it)
p.m.
Students can park in the
stadium area, take the bus and
arrive on campus in time to attend
claws beginning either on the half
hour or the hour.

of six to 10 tickets for violations in
disabled parking area." said Phillip
Prince, a parking control checker of
the San Jose Police department
There are 7X campus blue zone
spaces for the disabled Last year.
Disabled Services issued
170
disabled parking permits to needy
students with mobility handicaps.
"We are allowed to use em
ployee spaces and other regular
spaces." said Mark Nelson. a
disabled student who is president or
the Unique Student Association.
"But they usually aren’t close to
class," he added.
The reserved spaces are con
structed wider to allow disabled
students enough room to open their
car doors.
"We get trapped when the
physically able use the spaces."
Nelson said.
Last Tuesday, Nelson spotted
two students parking in the reserved
area on Seventh and San Fernendo
streets. He told them the spaces
were reserved.
"But !hey parked anyway."
Nelson said.
"One of them even
challenged me to call the cops."
Nelson parked on Fourth Street
and wheeled his chair to a Tenth
Street class.
Last year, students who parked
in the blue zones were issued two
warnings and the vehicle was towed
away at a cost of $30 if spotted for
the third time.
However, ticketing and war
flings don’t seem to solve the
problem.
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FORUM
Editorial
Escorts
The Spartan Daily commends the university’s recent
decision to reinstitute the campus escort service.
In wake of the recent kidnaping of Harry Wineroth,
general manager of the Spartan Bookstore, any effort to
upgrade campus security is highly desirable.
But while the return of the escort service is welcomed, it
is a mystery why such little publicity has been given to this
service in the past.
With the exception of stories run each semester in The
Daily, the availability of the service is still unknown to a
great number of SJSU students.
Perhaps the inaction is understandable since the service
Is intermittent and depends each semester on funds being
located.
The Daily urges the university to make the campus
escort service an ongoing program and earmark funds for
this badly needed program.
SJSU, like many campus areas, is not located in the most
quiet of surroundings and the parking problem is causing
thousands of day and night students to walk several blocks to
their cars.
The university should have no higher priority than the
safety of its students.
The 253 rapes in San Jose in 1975 alone indicates that
tety is something SJSU must fqrever remain cognizant of.

Carter on grass:
no jail sentences
By Rill Neek
Carter
Jimmy
President
recently made good on one of his
campaign promises when he vowed
he would ask Congress to reduce the
federal penalty for possession of
small amounts of marijuana.
Carter has requested that
penalty for an ounce or less of pot be
changed from the current fine of
$5.000. a year in jail, or both, to a
civil fine of around 6100, administered like a traffic ticket.
Bill Weeks is the
Assistant Forum Page Editor.
The President’s position on
marijuana should come as a relief
not only to the vast number of pot
smokers In this country, but as well
to those who complain of wasteful
government spending.
One has only to take a glance at
this state
to
see how
the
decriminialization of marijuana for
small amounts has been a definite
economic, if not soical. plus.
California saved an estimated
625 million in court costs during the
first six months the new marijuana
law went into effect. While helping
to ease the packed court schedules.
the new statute also earned over
8500.000 in fines. And, marijuana
use in the state has not drastically
climbed as ultra conservatives
claimed it would.
By avoiding the troublesome
task of bringing pot offenders
through long and costly trials.
California courts, police and prison
authorites have more time and
money to concentrate their attention
to more serious crimes.
Unless the idea of someone else
smoking a joint makes some persons
violently Ill. California’s lenient pot
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laws have helped many while
hurting none.
California is only one model the
nation should follow. Eight other
states. inclduing North Carolina,
have reduced the penalty for small
amounts of pot possession. Now onethird of the nation’s population can
have an ounce of marijuana or less
and face nothing more than a $100
fine.
According to a recent column in
the I.os Angeles Times, 416,000
marijuana arrests were made in
1975--93 percent for possession of
small amounts. This adds up to
millions of dollars going to prosecute
and imprison a person carrying less
than one lid, many of whom have
had no other brushes with the law.
Carter’s marijuana proposal is
making up for lost time.
Leaders of the previous two
administrations,
Richard
"Operation Intercept" Nixon and
Gerald Ford, seemed to have linked
the drug with immorality and social
decadence, the same way grass was
perceived in the early 1960s,
Carter is admitting the days of
"Reefer Madness" I the 1933 anti
pot film financed by bootlegger Al
Capone in cooperation with the
federal govenment I are over.
This is proved by a recent
Gallup Poll. which shows that the
American people, by a 53-to-41
percent margin, favor removing
criminal penalties for possessing
small amounts of marijuana.
Hopefully.
Congress
will
welcome
President
Carter’s
decriminalization efforts as both a
more realistic social view of
marijuana, and a very sound way to
trim government spending.

"SC084 A SEMESTER 10
STA1 AT THE DORMS, ITS
OUTRIGHT ROBBERY!!’

"BUT WITH FREE UTILITIES, CONSIDER
THAT THE PECPLE IN THERE CAN FLUSH
THEIR TOILETS AS MUCH AS THEY WANT"

Letter
Gays and
parkers
Editor
A lot of people may have heard
of this name: Kevin R. Fish. Yes.
the very name that was attacked by
several ignorant and naive people in
the Spartan Daily last semester. I
expressed disgust with something
called gayism in The Daily that
semester and many people missed
the point and came up with all kinds
of false interpretations.
Much fear was expressed in
letters that appeared in The Daily.
yet I was merely expressing one ot
my moral values, not declaring that
I would take any action or that any
action should be taken against gays.
with the exception that the Gay
Student Union should be disbanded.

Other ideas
High achiever receives lower grades

Professor
diverts student
By H. Kim Len
The following is a recounting, to
the ...est of my recollection, of an
incident that occurred sometime
last semester.
I sat in a dimly lit lying room,
trying to explain to my middle-aged
friend what a professor meant when
he told her that she was graded down
for being smarter.
She was discouraged, sick of
school, sick of professors and their
lofty God -syndromes and sick of the
SJSU Political Science Department.
Her professor reasoned that,
although my friend outclassed the
rest of the students, it was her experience in life and her extensive
literary background that bolstered
her test -taking. He told her that
some of the students were aiming
toward graduate schools, and that if
he measured them by her standard
that they would not do well in his
class.
So, he graded her down.
This woman has no previous
degree, except for an Associate Arts
degree. She is a registered nurse,
divorced, and raising a child.
She has no leg up on the common
student, save the fact that she has
the ability to understand what she
studies quickly and efficiently.
Once. I had a similar ex-

peirence, although more in my ta% or
than in my disfavor.
An English professor told me
that all I needed was a B on a final
exam, in order to get a final grade of
an A in the class.
This is uncommon, and it was
sort of a reward, I think The class
this professor was teaching was
extremely motivating and dynamic.
It was one of those few classes that
made me feel like adding something
to the discussion.
But most of the class members
bunch of deadbeat
were
a
meatheads with nothing to say, nor
the verbal ability to express what
intelligence they may have been
hiding.

H. Kom Lew is a
Spartan Doily Assistant Editor
I think there is a trend here.
The universities are dying for
students to populate their classes
and hesitate to flunk poor students
Students are being admitted to the
schools without the ability to write,
and with only minimal ability to
read --and a very minimal desire to
read.
My friend at one time dreamed
of getting a law degree. She canned
her 15-year-long nursing career, and
plunged into a new field.

course she had mulled over
alternatives,
the
like
any
moderately thoughtful person. Law
and politics were her interests, and
then she came to SJSU. but because
she studies, because she had wasted
her years out of school, she was
penalized.
How typical.
We sat, meditating on how the
cigaret smoke was clogging up the
room.
She was going to start going to
smoke -enders soon, when she could
"get up the scratch."
"But you know Kim," she said,
"smoking isn’t that bad. Maybe I’ll
go back and get my degree in nursing.’’
Congratulations professor,
I
thought, you just diverted another
fine mind into its proper place

Letter policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from
individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows’
Letters
1. Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office 1.1C 2(1St between
9a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by
mail to the Forum rage. Cat of the
Spartan Daily. San Jose State
University. San Jose, CA 95114.
2. All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name. major and
class standing will he printed.
3. Letters should be typed,
double-spaced and self -edited
Because of the limited time
available to re -type handwritten
letters, typed letters are preferred
Best read letters are 2511 words or
less.
4.The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style or
libel.
5. The Spartan Dully reserves
the right to limit the number 01
letters on a given topic after a
sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Press Releases
1.1teleases should he submitted
as early as possible to the City
Editor at the Spartan Daily office or
by mall. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive
2. All releases should include a
telephone number that r an be called
in case further information is
needed.
3. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to limit, rewrite and edit
press releases for length, style and
libel
4. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to make judgements
concerning news value of any given
release.
6. Announcements of meeting
times, displays and other minor
releases should be submitted at the
Daily office or the Spartaguide box
located against the west wall of the
office.

This proposal was based on a
moral principle. In fact, I have seen
more naivete and ignorance at S.151
than anywhere else. The naive and
ignorant opinions to which I refer
here touch on more than just
gayism, and I shall discuss these in
this letter.
I was raised to be straight, and I
was raised to be considerate of
others. Gays who bother straights
and students who disregard the
feelings of downtown resident6 in
their parking practices are in
considerate. I must clarify this by
saying that I refer to the nonresident students. The gays cry’ for
rights and respect, yet their
hypo( risies make these cries
worthless.
Now. I am not saying that all
gays are hypocrites and I am not
saying that all students are Indifferent. Being gay is immoral and
and I do not sympathize with gays
who refuse to try to overcome their
mental disease. If he puts his mind
to it, the gay can overcome his
problem.
Certain gays and certain student
drivers are among the inconsiderate
people in this country. These par Ocular
inconsiderate
people
shouldn’t even talk about their own
rights or about people being considerate of them. Being gay and
gays botherinmg straights are both
wrong.
To criticize immoral behavior is
perfectly all right, and to criticize an
immoral organization. including the
GSU and the porno theaters, is good.
From a moral standpoint. no :immoral organization should exist. :
There are other subjects. on
which I have heard naive and
Ignorant statements at SJSU. These
ignorant people say. essentially.
that anything goes, including
gayism. pornography. etc. Anything
goes means chaos.
Another subject is water. An
PURI student, who considers herself
a water conservationist. suggested
townhouses rather than single
family dwellings to save water. With
people living on top of each other.
life would be uncomfortable and it
would be shown that too many
people are in the area.
Another ridiculous idea, which
also came from this abovemenBoned woman, is flushing toilets
every other time. Does anybody
wish to have germs climbing all over
the
place
because urine
is
stagnating in the toilet? Of course, it
is ridiculous to flush a toilet before
urninating. even if urine is then. I
have seen toilets with urine already
there because someone was naive
enough not to flush.
I began my letter-writing to Th.
Daily because I believe that apathy
is bad. A lot of people are apatheti.
and indifferent towards gayism.
pornography. etc. It’s not that I am
trying to gain support for II
presidential hid at S.181.1 or a
political bid for a local office. It’s
just that I feel that people should
know that not everyone thinks that
gayism, pornography and other
wrongs are all right.
Res in R. Fish
Social Science (:radiate

WRITE ITS
The Spartan Daily encourages
your
comments
regarding
editorials, comments, news stories
or anything you might have on your
mind
Best letters are short u2fco
wordsi and to the point. The Daily
reserves the right to edit for libel.
length and style.
All letters should be signed with
the author’s name, major, clams
standing, address and phone
number if possible.
Letters may be submitted at The
Daily office located in the Jour
nalism Building I JC 2081 between II
a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or by mall.
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students
school has little relevance.
prefectly
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Others
Whatever your
happy.
SJSU
an
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opinion
can
be of
program
assistance to you.
all-purpose
This
concept is SCALE Student
Academic
Community
Learning Experience).
SCALE is designed to
provide
off -campus
pre
learning
and
professional opportunities
for
SJSU
students.
Volunteers are needed.
After
the
student
selects a placement, which
should be compatible with
his career study, he
.volunteers from five to 15
hours per week during the
semester.
Participants
receive three units credit.
There are five basic
components to SCALE.
Including:
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Ever try standing
in the corner here?

The Marketing Club is
having a get -acquainted
meeting at 7:30 tonight at
De Marco’s Pizza. All
students, regardless of
major, are invited to attend. Free beer, pizza and
live music will be offered.
The Hillel Foundation
is meeting today from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the
picnic -barbecue area near
’the Woman’s Gym. The
meeting will feature Rabbi
Jerry Levy speaking on
’Everything you ever
’ wanted to know about
Judaism but were afraid to
ask."
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The Spartan Daily
Alumni Club is meeting
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in
the Spartan Pub.

All interested students
are invited to a meeting of
the Akayan Filipino Club
today at 3:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Pacheco Room.
Concerned
black
students and faculty are
Invited to a meeting in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room
today at 5 p.m.

[
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,

terested students are ins ited to attend

344 $. Id St 214411111
Thurs. orid Fri.

KINKO’S

123 S 3rd St

1111141114 I I.

n, Ill,.’

lively work with neigh
boring 1/1/a Ili a 011 1 a ri
home residents
SCALE is also ins olveil
with
the
gos
Volunteer Prow am. %Ouch
provides volunteei s a it Ii
the chance to establish long
Iii.’ 1 It toll..
t e r If
toith
relationships
developmentally
children and adults its itiL.
at Agnews Itesideuti..1
Facility.
Only a tew of SCALE s
many programs has thus
For
far been mentioned
those who desire more
Information
on
this
program. call SCALE at
277-21117.

SPECIAL 2 FOR 1
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

295.4336

One months ss /11h (A lessons tor
two people for the’price of one.
,i.dh a ’Nerd a, !earn lily...the, I
SAT. CLASSES: 10a.m..11:11
MON.. WED.& THURS. CLASSES 7p.m..515
FREE PRIVAlf INTROD1
10R1’
I Iss0 \ -CAll IOR APPOIN I Sit !s:

Institute of PsychoPhysical
Development Inc.
125 S. 1.4 ((150,1. 51k Floor. San lose
Phone 291.6611 IA

IOU: AILIL If. I1SCS.a

"WW1’ 111C

CROWN TV STEREO - RENTALS

25.00 per mo.
B & W - 12.00 per mo.

Stereo - 18.00 per mo.
B W - 10.00 per mo.

Stereo -

SEVEN BEAUTIES

MB

tili

1405 S. Bascom St. San Jose
WE DELIVER
REGULAR PRICE
STUDENT PRICE
295-0607
Color - 18.00 per mo.
Color - 25.00 per mo.

CAMERA ON

Plus

RENT FOR FULL SCHOOL YEAR - SAVE AN ADDITIONAL
2.00 per mo.

THE SEDUCTION
OF MIMI

FREE CARRY IN SERVICE ON ALL EQUIPMENT

63

63

This semester is the right time to get a TI
calculator tailored to the work you’re doing.

Learn the basics cf annsition
no sir- week course IncludeS
squash 4 aftetch. stonlicarcin3,
DSJSCt voice tracks cut outs
puppets object animation
directing etc $ 15*.e covers
.n3trKlor3 fees aid indenals
Learn the alternatives to
Lastly cell animation from a
:_on Francisco professional
Limited enrolment class
starts Saturdag.Sept 11
Z.:An

All aeronautics majors
are invited to a meeting

2

RKnoincio

r Texas Instrument’s 4-1
i DEMO DIPI-STPT. 15 i
WILL BE AT THE
REPRESENTATIVE
TI CALCULATOR
iA
ANSWER
TO 3 P.M.
TO
BOOKSTORE
FROM 10 A.M.
QUESTIONS.
YOUR
!
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Business. Science. Engineering.

Rosters for intramural
volleyball and football
teams and applications for
officials are available
through Sept. 20 at the
Leisure Services Office.

Nensooro

!

0,11"

PC:

The Biology of Cancer
Committee is meeting
today in Duncan Hall Room
543 at 1:30 p.m. All in -

The Sailing Club is
meeting Tuesday in the
S.U. Almaden Room at 8:00
p.m.
,

!

It h
lass

I

The French Club will
meet today at 2:30 p.m. in
Room 7A of the Foreign
Languages Building.

!

t 251.

I

tonight at 7 in the Music
Auditorium. Refreshments
will be served

!

iges
ing
ries
uur

14.1;11

MON-FRI 11:30 1.30
CORNER OF 8TH 8 E. SANTA CLARA
8 CK FRrin THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

te-----\ ft

Thursday in the S.U.
Almaden Room. For information
phone
298 GAYS.

The
Inter -Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
organization is meeting
today at 7 p.m. at 300 S.
Tenth St. A prayer meeting
will be held at 630 p.m

Spartan Daily

and
rhesr
ill
idinn
Uin

Men

I

probation, and assist with
community
service
agencies as pant -legal
researchers,
sHealthprovides stii
dent
with
the
pre.
professional experience
they are seeking
by
working
through
the
community
health
program
Besides these Teal es.
SCALE includes slit-li iii
novative programs as
Spartan Gardens, which
teaches interns organic
compositing
and
gal
dening, the Ethnic Pride
Program. and Friends and
special
Neighbors,
a
student program seeking

CHINESE PlrATE
LUNCH SPgCIAL

major John Harper is shown leaving the Sound
Frame, on audio -kinetic structure designed by
Bruce Fier

American Society of
Mechanical
Engineers
students,
faculty
and
alumni are invited to a
picnic at Vasona Park
Oct.1 at 11:00 a.m. For
further information go to
Engineering room 178.

The Gay Student’s
Union meets at 8p.m. every

5! 0I1

.

3C

This is not an elaborate dog house or something
left over from a ’Star Trek’ set. SJSU graduate art

SPARTAGUIDE

jar is
M. an
g th
good
im

411(’

COPISS

.1 II 11

CHINESE FAST FOOD
$ .1 .35
2 SELECTIONS

Own

con
and
both

Itei i.,1111,11
and
neighborhood services -s.
tudents work with community recreation centers
and schools.
Education -interns
work as classroom aides.
turors, and teach children
in a variety of programs
ranging from pre-school to
high school.
Counseling -students
work with indiviluals and
groups
in
crisis
in
tervention, pregnancy, and
drug counseling.
Legal..students
counsel and tutor inmates in
local and state prisons,
work with juveniles and

MR.110S
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Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.
Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays a major role in dozens
of career fields. Here’s a calculator with
the advanced capability you need to
handle your projects. Comes with
Calculating Better Decisions, a $4.95 book value.
Helps you get the most out of the SR -51-11. Stepby-step illustrations show how to use its powerful
preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives Arrive at rapid. accurate
decisions.

Business caletilalor

A business major’s dream machine.
If you’re building a career in business. the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to complex business problems at the touch of a key. It is
preprogrammed for a wide variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example. a
valuable calculation for accurate capital budgeting. Its complicated, often difficult. and takes time
The MBA handles it in seconds. for 12
different cash flows’ It also offers pro- 1/4
grammability- up to 32 keystrokes for
solving repetitive problems easily.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
,,,,, InSlrurniinft in101501001

I Ni

1.(112 10.1 I I)
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Manumaleuna proves former coach wrong
By Steve Dula.
Injuries are a common
thing in football, at all
levels. How someone tries
to come buck from an injury indicates the type of
person he is.
The Spartans’ Frank
Manumaleuna. a transfer
this season from De Anza
College. overcame a very
serious injury. At one time,
doctors told him he might
not play football again
a
had
he
because
congenital narrowing of the
cervical column of his
spine, and further playing
might present a definite
chance of paralysis.
But ask Manumaleuna
medical
his
about
background, and he does
not want to talk about it.
Instead, he prefers to talk
about other things which
are important to him, more
Important than any injury.

jr35 S FOURTH ST.

pi !TEN

49.

Religion, football and
an education are very big
parts of his life.
"I’d rather not talk
about it I the injury t,
because that’s in the past
and I’m trying to get
mentally ready for now,"
he said.
"To me, I don’t feel it
should be written about."
he stressed.
He said he is getting
personal
great
satisfacation from playing
football, because it is what
he wants to do.
"If a person feels he
has to do it, he’ll do it no
matter what the ob
stades." he said. He added
that the coaches at SJSU
talk about determination, a
subject in which he seems
to be well versed.
"If I use My head right
and live according to the
laws of the land, there is no
reason why I can’t survive
in this world."
But back to surviving.
was
Manumaleuna
recruited out of high school
to UCLA by then -Bruin
Lynn
coach
assistant
Stiles, now SJSU head
As a
football coach.
freashman, he started the
first two games for UCLA
and was Injured in both. He
never put on the Bruin blue
and gold again.

ANTIQUE SALE

AUCTION

Thurs.-Sun., Sept. 15-18
Auction: Sat., Sept. 17th, Noon
Layaways.

B alA, Master Charge

Anti lies ,
et cetera

In% Student Discount

444’

tt,
t6

CUSTOM T-SHIRT
SALE
any T-Shirt and Decal
choose

510 S 10TH ST.
t 10TH
SAN JuSE CA.
295.0144
MON.FRI. 10-6
SAT: 10.5

from
hundreds
of
designs

HAVE YOU HEARD.
About our sensational selection of BRAND NAMES.
JEANS, SHIRTS,
JACKETS

SUPER SAVINGS!
OUR PRICES ARE SO LOW BECAUSE WE CARRY
FIRST QIJALITY SPECIAL PURCHASES
FIRST QUALITY CLOSEOUTS
SLIGHTLY IRREGULAR ITEMS
DISCOUNTED ITEMS FROM THE GAP
EASY SHOPPING BECAUSE OUR TAGS
ARE COLOR CODED FROM
t53" to $1499

GUYS SIZES 26-42 GALS SIZES 5-16

PANTS %FF
THE DISCOUNT
PANTS STORE

ABORN SQUARE CAPITOL & ABORN
CUPERTINO STORE 10161S DEANZA BLVD

Dick Vermeil, then the
head coach at UCLA, said
it was his understanding
"that Frank would never
play football again."
That was three years

him
some
recommendations. The first was
not to play football. The
second was that if he had
to, to play at the junior
college level If he did
Choose to play junior
college
bail,
Stiles
suggested he play in Los
Angeles, near his family
Instead, on a recommendation from former
Spartan Wilson Faumulna.
Manumaleuna enrolled at
De Anza, where he played
both
fullback
and
linebacker.
He played one year for
De Anza before coming
here. But he almost didn’t
make it to San Jose. He was
recruited by other schools.
but not SJSU. Stiles found
that the big Samoan
planned to enroll at the
University of Nevada - Las
Vegas.
Stiles said that if
Manumaleuna wanted to
play football there was no
reason why he should not
play for the Spartan.
Both are very happy
with the decision.
I’m a Mormon and
a
Mormon."
raised
said
Manumaleuna
sometimes
"People
downgrade you because at
that. But here, with coach
Stiles, he understands me
and my beliefs, and if! had
played somewhere else.
Al Donefloold
they might not have."
"I’m thankful for the
Told by former UCLA coach Dick Vermeil he would
to play and to
’never play football again,- linebacker Frank opportunity
get a free education." he
Manumaleuna is not only playing, he’s starting for
said. "They go right along
the Spartans.
with each other."

Two ex -Spartans
lead duel tonight
By Chris Georges
Two former SJSU
water polo teammates will
face each other as first year coaches when the
Spartans host San Francisco State tonight in the
women’s Gym Pool.
the
Zane,
Harold
Gator’s new coach, and Ed
Samuels, SJSU’s first -year
trainer, played together on
the Spartan ’polo team in
the early ’70’s.
Tonight’s game should
be a different story from
last year’s 24-3 rout of the
Gators,
according
to
Samuels.
"It should be closer."
he said. "We’ll probably
have to go with our first
string for a couple of
quarters.
"I don’t know what
kind of team the have this
year but I do know they
have pretty competent
coaching.
This guy’s
defineitely a winner, and
he’s not going to settle for a
boondock program."
Zane,
a
former
assistant coach at three time NCAA champion
California, has recruited
several
Southern
California
players
to
bolster
SFSU’s
traditionally weak team,
according to Samuels.
Tonight’s
starters
should
include
Larry
Stansfield
and
Vince
DeFank, each of whom
scored three goals in the
last week’s 19-3 triumph
over Sacramento State

ATTENTION,
ALL MEMBERS OF
FRATERNITIES at SORORITIES:

<-"esides

This

Sunday ONLY. Genesis will
give every Frat and Sorority member a
pint of frogurt (frozen yogurt) for only
50. That’s one-third off the regular price
of $1.45. So hurry down to 475 E. San
Carlos and get your frogurt while its cold.
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475 E. San Carlos
(Between 10th Et 11th)
OPEN DAILY 10-9 PARKING IN REAR
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Bay Area soccer of.
ficials are expected to
announce the transplant ot
Connecticut of the North
American Soccer League
to Oakland at a noon press
conference today in San
Francisco.
Connecticut, mired in
the depths of the northern
division of the Atiantir
conference last season,
averaged only 1500 fans.
"I
heard
haven’t
anything official yet," said
Jack Mogg, SJSU ticket
manager and youth soccer
coach, yesterday.
"But
everyone knows the rumor
I doubt Connecticut could
remain there another
year."
A San Jose Earthquake
spokesman refused to
comment saying, "There’ll
be a press conference
tomorrow t today I."

COUPON

San Jose State University Students:

Stiles
called
Manumaleuna "a gifted
person, a gifted athlete,"
and ’’one of the most
courageous indiViduals
I’ve ever known." and is
very pleased to have him in
the program
Being of the Mormon
faith has been a very big
part of Manumaleuna’s
life.
"The
lord,
he’s
someone you can’t see," he
said. "But communication
you can’t see, that’s part of
the faith. That’s where you
get your self-confidence
and inner drive."
"1 have my own
philosophy,
my
own
beliefs." he said. "People
can’t take away that. What
I believe in is trying to live
as best I can Blessings,
gifts. talents. the Lord

LJ

IIP1111111Wi

wants to, he said.
The enthusiasm on the
Spartan squad has urn
pressed Manumaleuna
"They keep you on
your toes, if someone is
down,’ he said. "People
like t Randy’ Gill and
t Dwayne
O’steert.
Everybody helps eileii
other out. Our main goal is
to be on top."
"Remember." he said.
"the key word is team
work "

gives accordingly. If vou do
well, keep it up, you get
rewards. You don’t get
nothing for nothing."
Manumaleuna said he
tries to live up to the gospel
of the Mormon church, but
that he has done wrong in
the past.
"But everybody has.
I’ve learned from my bad
experiences." he said. "To
me, religion is a big factor.
The Heavenly Father,
that’s my man! I thank him
for giving me my talents."
Why he came to SJSU
to play football, in fact why
he is playing football at all.
is not because the Lord told
him to but because he

COPIES
r overnight
no minimum

! K I N KO’S
123S 3.c1St

295-4336
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MARSAL’S
HOUSE OF
SURPLUS

San Fernando
Satisti-cs... -

A New Way To
SAVE MONEY

Tacos 40c
Enchiladas 40C
Tostadas 40c

Os
Si.

Burritos 40c
Tamales 40C
Bar -B Q Tacos2 35c
Chili Rellono 65c
Meat Burrito 65C
Quesoddla 45C
Rice or Beans 50c

wh
591)

Combination
Plates 1.65-180
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5an Fernando’
124 E. Santa Clara St
Between 3rd and 4th
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NEW Et USED BOOKS

pta

over 5500 Sq. ft of books specializing in:
paperbacks Et science-fiction books
on all subjects for all ages*
gift certificates* teacher discounts.
OPEN HOURS

SUNDAY

10:00 AM

600 PM

BUYING HOURS
iteWeleGBOOkS. tOre
98 E. SAN FERNANDO Si’.
SAN JOSE, CA. 286-6275

M.W.F

730 PM

900 PM

SUN

100 PM

500 PM

A smart buy
for a student.

25% off all
ARTIST
MATERIALS
pa4o: !)Ktigt), tflin’irto

I
332 E. Santa Clara
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MON.-SAT. 1000 AM - 900 PM

293-1793

Hex

Want a smart way to get smart
Get a Motoberane, the motoriied
bicycle. A great way to get
around campus and a better was
to save money. Because
Motobecane,
Gets 143 nips
Is race, to park anywhere.
Operates virtually maintenance free

REGULAR

84L SAM
PROT EIN
/Ns roa HAIR
conoinoWfi

s

Also in the lineup will be
Gary Taylor and Dave
Perry, who combined for
three goals against CSUS,
and Jeff Della Penns and
Jeff Pendleton. All six are
juniors.
goalie
Sophomore
Dennis Johanneck. a JC
An -American at San Jose
City College, has been
sidelined by illness and
probably will not see action
tonight, Samuels said. In
his place will be freshman
Dan Kline, recruited out of
Bellarmine College Prep in
San Jose.
Tonight’s game should
end the low-key portion of
the Spartans’ preseason
schedule. Samuels’ crew
hosts the West German
national team next Wednesday at 3 p.m. at West
Valley College in Saratoga.

NASL team
announcement
heard today

REG. $2.60

FLEX

en es

ago. Two years and several
medical
examinations
1ater. Manumaleuna was
given the clearanee to play
football.
Stiles said that he gave

Doesn’t require registrataini
insurance. or mandaticry helmet
Zip. sou to class and lihrars.
and o just a great was 10 get
around
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MOTOBECANE

NOW $1.99

Worlds No 1 Moped

ti7e
Flex Balsam & Protein Instant Conditioner
(Regular and Extra Body Formulas)

REVLON

, -401- w f

SANTA TERESA & SNELL

b10iGle

225-1046

1,11%
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WEEKEND
WHAT’S HAPPENING
Here’s a look at some
things to do the next couple
of days
Southern rock at its
finest will appear 8 p.m.
Thursday at the San Jose
Civic
Auditorium
The
1.6,i High Wire Radio Choir bring their bizarre style of comedy into the
Eulipia Cafe tonight and Friday,

"And it’s always difierent."
. "Yes, it’s lots of fun."
:- "Except I’m never
tired; I could do it again
ahd again."

The ft igh VS ire

Antonin

%ANJOU MERCURY News
Sisidem Discount Dori, it sum’,
SuktopliOn Iroin IS I
I? 02 Inc
5970 (Reg $13 501 Dori MIS% to,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

including
musicians,
QVuincy Jones, Thelonius
Monk and Dizzy Gillespie.
As far as a cover
it’s only
charge goes,
requested on weekends.
and seldom is it over 12.
But for the quality of entertainment offered, It’s
hard to beat.

MONK EES Ip’s

pictures. posters.

magazines.

etc

Wanted

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Eneoll now. Information weldable

Vic 7515344

at Me AS ollic or phone 371 6811

SAN FRANCISCO:

rnalor league. PC L.. 1885 1970,
iso

pins.

baseball

PhOtOS.

publication’s. 2645530.

PALO Afro

327-0841
1000)221-9840

DEBONAIR

DATING

Sept. 26 &
75 A metaphysical approach to
human
communications
. ohoen in workshops. 272 0680.

MOVING SALE

SECRETARY for Art Foundiy
r day a
week
Fos/mating work in dusty
surroondongs 52 50 hi 269 05030,

Mature student to assist in teaching
remedial reading appro. 15.20 hrs.
per week
Must be available Mon.
they Fri between the hours of 7pm
and 7prn Must be excellent reader.
Prefer mature ilium, classrnan Will

in

troduchons. 759.7254

Sat 9 17 254 1599

Correcting

.

have Seen On

"One of those rare films you!’ want to see again
and again and again’.

will

be

a

"T

Friday. Sept. 16
at 9 30 pm Call 279 9473 tor
more into or show up Friday at
155S. Ilth St.
MOVING SALE
10 Sp, bikelt. potters wheel, sofa,
chair, books, dishes. etc., 3304

Mondays
it’s
On
Theatre
Kandre’s
Workshop, in which he
offers the stage to the
public for any performing
endeavor one might wish to
share with the crowd.

Noble Ave.. S.J. (off Piedmont)
Sat 9 17 251-1599.

STATION WAGON

69 fORD

SAILING?

VOSUNTEERS NEEDED Work on o one
In- one
with
on
ennotionally
disturbed child aged 70
leorn
Behavior Modif notion techniques
gore valuable periente Morning
9.1 or al teinoons 12 30 4 30 Call
Zonto Children s Corn tee

295 3581

GOOD

CONDITION,

REPAINTED.

Halt block from

campus 5330

FLY FOR FUN low Club Prices Airplanes
Gorden
Menlo’ training 251 2614
City Astro Reid Hillview Airport
Open 7 Does born Dori.
CALL lor Price List

251 2614

SJSU Sailing Club’s orientation
erecting, Tuesday night. Sept
70.

800

p.m.

in

the

Student

4525.

DEAR

STUDINTS

Your nisi/fan,e mon on Itie /Omen,
cent toke cone 01 011 your insuront
AUTO HOME RENTERS
needs
EIRE IRE 101AlIcI if enu Ole 001
OINFOde with Sioto loon coil ler of.

les...toner
you belle; (num oge
CALL MORT ’SIAR 253 3277 oi 446
3649

PROVIDED PHONE 266 MI

TRAVEL
SERVICES

HONDA Cl

Perfect for

125 S

profiting problems
broken in. 90 MPG

your

HOUSING

60 MPH. Just
$425. Coll John

PASSPORT I PHOTO SPICiAt

STARTS
TONIGHT

ONE
WEEK
ONLY!

PierBeer, wine, and nonalcoholic beverages are
sold, and the menu includes
such things as vegetarian
sandwiches, cheese and
fript dishes, and garden
salads.

111 ti i-ituri (1 with

once 9
a

FOR
QUIET
MALE
Senior or grad student Pot rm
kit. priv. 565. See at 643 SOuth
SiS111 St.

VW PORSCHE SERvICE
tune ups horn
All work guoronleed
a
pottu Also ,nit,uctivn iv
luding
$24n,i.rico
,u

th#a.444-

444tde
once only 7:30 p.m.

MIDNIGHT SHOW
Friday Saturday Sept. 16 17
Presented by KOME
a

But jazz is the big thing
at Eulipia. This Saturday,
Park "Pepper" Adams will
do his thing. Adams plays
the baritone sax. He has
recorded several albums
on his own and has backed
well-known
meetly

for

men

and

pi ic e
PHOTOGRAPHY

INTELLIGENT TYPING
Editing, grammar. form

9 AM
C.
PM Phone Margie Reeves, 994 1265.

Pas

de Son
2,,d Sheet

St 50
293 7000

and exotic
clothing
ieweiry and unusual artifacts
from 7 different countries

Gain Committee Experience
Student Positions Available
PERSON AL SELECTION

WINTER CARNIVAL COMM.

COMMITTEE

6 students
Intel views and recommends student
inembership for A.S. Committees.
and
Academic Council Committees
faculty Student Committees

7

directs and coordinates activities for
WinterCarnivol.

Pions

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
COMM.

SPARTA N SHOPS
HOARD OF DIRECTORS

4 students
for operational policy of
Spartan Shops,Inc. (including Spartan
Bookstore. Student Union Food Services
and Resident Hall Dining Service.) Must bc
21 or older.
Responsible

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDIES COMM.

2 students
Reviews and coordinates this urn
dergroduate curriculum and curriculum
development and advises on policies
levant to undergraduate education.
ACADEMIC FAIRNESS
COMM.

4

INTERCULTURAL
STEERING COMM.

comm.
5 students

GRIEVANCE

Hears and seeks redress of student
grievances concerning individual members
of the faculty, administration or stall
JUDICIARY

6 students
Determines constitutionality under A S
Constitution of any A.S. action and in
terprets Constitution upon iriciiHist
Council or A.S. President.

Open 5 days a week. Monday
thru Friday, 10 too 1186 Lincoln

ill Piedmont)
Noble Ave 5 J
Sat 9 17 7513 509

dishes.

etc

SJSU (pod

OR A BETTER sandwich sttaight
the, kokhon. European style yogurt
row milk

reaper, in sokids

plates

FREDA’S

126

lunch
E

Son

Solvedor

SAN JOSI MERCURY NEWS
Student Discount

Sunday
10 1 12 17 to.
Dein
I miff
$9.00.
013.901
DNS.
nil’
Out C401(.001 796.55/9
Subscription

LOw,

Deily
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economic de...piiieni rei,oiution
and much mote A great hon/ iv
Oudy topics of you,
ltqliar No
The {note...or hos
Yieoemosolos
oudied and published oho, !Kid
wni Id oppiessed ri,nrn
(loss
"wets tuns Ti..,.,.10431 0113

T HE SKI CLUB welcomes everyone
as members You don’t have to
be a Hof Dog skier, in fact, ix of
Ski Club members are novices
or beginners, and out ol 400
members, that’s a lot of people
you can learn with. The officers
even offer some free instruction.
And if your hot, that makes over
300 people you party with. You
don’t have lobe an SJSU
either.

If you have friends at
Other 54110615, or out of school
altogether, let them know they
are invited to loin the rowdiest

dances

and

parties.

UP’
party

ey1115-11ch

Sept. 10. V aaaaa picnic
Ski swap Oct. 1,2.

seat

GO FOR IT!

frame

Applications available at the
Assoc. Students Third Floor, Student Union

708 1335i,

GRAND

OPENING

Coll

PYRAMID KIT con!
gold pendant. and pyramid.
compass and booklet all for 9.95
24 k ele,.

only. We take items on con
signmenl II am to 5 pM or aPPt.
279 2735. THRIFT. CRAFT
RECYCLE, 194 W

INWARD
shape of
TO pin
Cc, G,.id
Maims. Cioss opprox 14 square
lest cm 90 71 botwedn Itt, S 11th

Santa Clara

St.. San Jose

Sheet, I., cot ot Son Fernando
II 1 pond please colt
Son Artron.n

MUST SACRIFICE 10 Speed bike
with new tires heavy duty lock
and chain and many factory

To,, Omega

Alen."

extras for 175

Call 262 2636 eves.
Beautiful 1. size viola, elty. 10e

990 9707

RI WARD

student 5225. case Inc
track
Warps, AM.FA1 514r00 Receiver
25 Watts with
player recorder

PERSONALS

Will

Knight 4 way walnut speakers
Wcept *Owens 5265 or ohm

358

114
Nordko Grond Priv Ski Boots
With Boner,
Site 9

GT Women, Boots
suet/ 560 350 1148

Today’s

Fit Moos
powered

Have

JANET GRAY HAVES

electric insoles 101 worm #4.01 $11
Norduo
stock
$150
Instructor

ridden

YOU

the

to

bus

WOrk

fir Women,

BOOKS AND LEVIS SALE Hard cover
69 Louis 2 95 hued mode home
4 WI ENERGY PYRAMID SIT cant 24

THE

SAO GAY STUDENT UNION
meets every Thum ate p m in the
Almaden

elec gold pendant and pyramid
comae,, and book,. i oll lor only
993 We take items
ionsignrnent
1 lam
to
5
pm
or
Opp,

Room

of

the

Classifieds

Student

Union

G S U is on inlormal club
striving to nwet Ow needs of Me
got ...monde on campus and off
You will hnd ’hot ow meetings ore

27* 2735
0411191 CRAFT I RIOTS.
194 v. Sento Clore St San low

always friendly and informative
Meeting, ore halt structured half
nfor mot and am attended by about
A) people
Ile your whole self
attend. Cl Orientation molitong 9
8 Rap groups led by therapist 90

HELP WANTED

potluck

dinner

022

are smokinl!

creativity

night
adult
for
HOUSEPARENTS
RCH live in plus salary One to
cover days. one for nights

VOLUNTEERS
disturbed

NEEDED to
children

work

all,

Penonsuta

Children , Center 494 1200

Chritenton s

2 Anatolia fops tor he
A specialty impoit
price of we’
shop torn,.,, and women Casual
and tricorn clothing wweelry and

lilt.

LOST DOG M,noture Schnourei
and Son C or los lag Spencer
Roger 295 //04 RIWAAP

ENERGY

4.98

Marge 279 9092 or 295 2721

Imports

ADVERTISING

countries

SAtES

gomblin
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needs display
soles
people Liberal commission Hours
flevible. Coll tim Gouhon et 737

unusual aridair, limn I diffeient

(Orange COSH) It WA5
KATHY
spendino
rnellOW
experience
some time with you test Friday

8196.434 1746
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Come in and

I’d like to
at game)
more time wins yeti, but 1 hem
no way of getting In touch Hoer
about meeting this Friday at the

Indite. in mind
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Open 5 days a week
Monday thou F "day l0 to 6 11116
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.....
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a
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Print Your Ad Here:

Rates

i Count envoy

Each

30 letters and Spat es tor eat h Tyr

With

1 lines
hne,
haes
lineA

One

tun

dal

dart

51.50

2.0(1
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.110
2.50
4.181
.50

threr
day.,

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

eon,

Ronal

data

dose

eitp

2.10
2.40
3.10
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
100

.35
.35

.541

50

.35
Print name

.50

.50

Seinen’, rate

City

(al/ 14/11,0825.00

SEND CHECK, MONEY OR.
CASH TO:

.Clieek a Clasiittration

II Annautairatent.
I

ir Sale

Ilelp %antra
.I and Found

Phone

Address

Minimum Three Line:. One Day

Two (2) upper division seats, one

Government.

otilitie

Coll

LOST R f r.UND

miles, runs qteat
5050 2970645

B OOKS& LEVI’S SALE. Hard cover
69.
Levi’s 295.
rand made

Ski Club reund. And to make
Sure y011 don’t go 96, with a
bunch of strangers, you an get
acquainted with other members
at

low

Earl, additional line add:

seat on Student
Council, 1 egislc,+ ive branch of A S

oil

eateltent on tias
7 0 30,

Con 287’1946

STUDENT COUNCIL

graduate

tor non smoker

1971 FORD MAVE RICK

2 students

(1)

opt

qui.i
Cl9"
paid Si to iiimoh
em .....

3394

Avenue. San Jose 297 8474

BUDGET COMMITTEE

Will consider all budget request, tram
student organizations and will submit to
proposed budget and total anticipated
income for ensuing fiscal year to Student
Council.

Spacious I Rehm

chair, books,

COMinip

STUDENT

students

Coordinates and administers activities of
c.JItural erichange between international
and American Students Also acts as I isca,
foreign
student
to,
IC SC
agency
Of genuotions

students

achieve a quality faculty through
commitment to the active recruitment of o
diverse group of men and women
To

students

7
Hears complaints and charges of violation
of rights involving curricular matters from
students.
Makes recommendations to,
,edress to the Academic Vice President

students

MOVING SALE
10 sp bikes, potters wheel sofa.

Priced with the student’s budget
in mind Comely and browse

twang. oid
scort iesourcits wow, .e,,olyhw,

tOSC4k

21100, ma 2974087

Casual

oppressed minorities

N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos 354-0965 a

LARGE. BRIGHT furnished room in large
mellow home in Willow Glen.

FOR SALE

Se

I

Ito/

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
soate JOSE STATE ONO/ER
SITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Deadline two Oaf, Pr Ot Ic oubbratio/I
Conicicutive publication dales only
No refunds on cancened ads

.1M1

20
Si (between

Minutes from school.
Mole or
NNW*. Knelt. privileges 9 phone

women

-wait ovoilab4 on Gothic, 0,..01 on
USA ond third world focusing on
populaiwn peewit,
colonialism

aNENA,41

prospective buyeis Free house calls in
central S I Phone D011 356 4948 eves

price Of One! A specialty import

snop

ilult LESSONSTought by
studnt

#14’4414

In addition to the jazz
offerings, several other
artists perform at Eulipia.
One is Hon Thompson, who
snip and plays the slide
guitar.

GRAND OPENING. ChrlstenSOO’S
Imports. 7 Anatolia tops for the

$2 oft

od toi 2 tOlo. o. lOaWelrut,.s
Regular

Union Almaden Mx.,

The cafe setting is
simple: tables and chairs
in a half circle: in front of
them is a small clearing
with a few multi -purpose
piettforms; to one side is a
stege on which the bands

i home

cnewenierti In,
and well solo
eno on campus row home or to,
calico let u get harther and give

793 1789

the

to

All

EARN EXTRA INCOME IN YOUR
SPARE TIME
TRAINING

ist 779-944.
Come

solicited

p.m.
NORTH
VALLEY
SECRETARIAL
SERVICE
263

ROOM
ENJOY

Small

Select,"

HIS Please call alter 4

Oppernfinont al me .91.ie
GYMNASTICS COA(
ond .risiouttois
needed on Wes, volley Gent School
ill C. confect (1,uce
will& 374
8692

AUTOMOT1VF

The first

RUSH for little sisters
Rush function
Sunrise Party-

75 cents page and up

accounts

Work

Donn.ce or 292 0986
ATTENTION LADIES
Sigma Nu Fraternity is starting

Cousin Cousine is quite possibly the Most accurate representation OT happy, healthy sensuality I

SCR IPT ION

business

train. Call Mrs. Spencer 757.1809.

ASTROLOGY CLASS
ar,t course m
a series Limited eniollment Coll

TRAN

Term papers -resumes theses senior
IBM
protects reports letters. etc

_

SERVICE

Unlimited

TYPING CASSETTE

10 sp bikeS. PotlerS Wheel, 50.0.
chair. books, diStleS, etc . 3304
Noble Ave ,SJ toll Piedmont)

227 4310

Fast, personal and selective
Men and women at all ages are
Wele011ie.

N TENSIVE SEMINAR

4.11 I I ’se,. Vo9U10
Coll .151 1655

shop nem towns,.
beN....,./.8

0, 7% 55)9

Hayley Mills. Annette
Funicello. Beach movie Ip’s

ikus iNG baseball cards of all types.
EDut.tiONAL
CENT".

Student to w. .1 in

B

Boys,

433-1783

The usual fare is jazz,
with "Bishop" Norman
WRIlams or Park "Pepper" Adams or the Russel
Ferrante Trio or Mark
or
the
Ray
Levine
Drummond Quartet.

Choir, a satirical comedy
group originally trom San
Jose will display their
unique
style
0
p.m.
Thursday and
In p In.
at
1.:010,
Friday
the
and Gallery on S,,ati,,st
St

AIM

Yes, almost every
night the Eulipia Cafe and
Gellery at 374 South First
Si. has something going on.

7

Cleo Leine lend the Don
Ellis Electric Orchestra
will
perform
Friday
through Sunday at the.
Circle Star Theatre in San
Carlos

CLASSIIIEDS

Downtown cafe
jazzes patrons
By Brad Ryder
"Do you do it often?"
"Almost every night."
"I do it as often as I

Thursday at the Grace
Baptist Church, Tenth and
San Fernando Ms.
The SJSI I Jazz Ensemble will will perform in
in concert noon until 1 p.m.
Friday at the Paseo de San

4

A DIFFERENCE

THERE

Marshall Tucker Band will
headline a show that also
includes a new band,
Stillwater.
Auditions for Sun Sign
Co. Experiments in the use
of sign language in theater
will be held at 7-30 p ni
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Two to three weeks at most

Student dorm refunds hurried
By Terry Robertson
Students requesting refunds ui dorm
reservation fees should have to wait only
two or three weeks -and less time in
emergencies--for their money. according
to campus housing authoites.
Cordell Koland. director of on -campus
housing. told the Spartan Daily earlier that
the process would take four to six weeks
before students received refunds because
they had to be processed though
Sacramento. He later said he wasn’t sure
how the checks were processed.
"I really don’t know if they go through
Sacramento," he said. And. I really don’t
know how soon students are getting them.
I only hear the bad things that go on.
Nobody comes back to tell me if they are
happy."
The refund checks are sent to students
directly from the controllers office and do
not go through Sacramento, according to
Staten Johnston. SJSJ controller.
Out of 300 refund requests processed
through the housing office since the middle

and changing their phone numbers.
Trying to keep track of everybody is a real
circus."

of summer, only four or five students have
complained that they had both received
their checks -and that was after they had
waited only two weeks, Koland said.
He also said he tries to speed the
process so that students can get refunds
quickly in emergencies
"When a student comes into the office
and says he needs the money because of an
emergency. I put a rush on it." Koland
explained "They should get their checks
a whole lot quicker. Possibly in a couple of
days rather than all that time."
Written requests are required for the
refund he said, because the university
needs authorization before giving out
money.
The 8342 waiting fee, which equals
first installment dorm fees, was
established this semester to make it easier
for the housing office to keep track of
students waiting for dorms.
"Keeping any kind of waiting list
current is a real problem," he said.
"Students are constantly moving around

"A paid waiting list forces the students
to keep us informed as to his
whereabouts," he said. -It made our jobs
about 80 percent easier than when we just
had a waiting list."
He pointed out that in previous
semesters, the full housing staff had to
work 12 hours a day at the beginning of the
semester trying to track down students on
the waiting lists.
Approximately 300 students have still
not been accomodated, according to
Koland. He estimated that 100 of these
students would be placed in dorm housing
88 studentsdrop out of school to vacate
their dorm rooms.
A decision still has to be made by
Koland as to whether those students
remaining on the waiting list will
automatically be placed on the list for next
semester’s dorms.

Published robber sketch
prompts numerous calls
The University Police
has received several calls
from people who may have
seen the Spartan Bookstore
robber.
University Police Chief
Earnest Quinton stressed
that "nothing dramatic" In
the way of new evidence
has been uncovered In last
week’s kidnaping -robbery.
He added that "at least half
a dozen" possible witnesses have called in
response to artist sketches
In the San Jose Mercury
and Spartan rially

Quinton also said that
partial
fingerprints,
believed to be the thief’s.
might be useful as evidence
if a
suspect
is
apt.rehentied
Hifi

plained that the incompl
prints are of no use
finding the robber.
The fingerprints wt
found at the door to
bookstore. Although I
thief wore gloves,
removed
them.
sa
Quinton, when he h
trouble opening the door.
The gunman is still
large after escaping fri
the beet

11********************
*t

".Say

St

t("Wig 9lowet.,"

’

COPIES
3’

The sketches were
drawn from a description
by Harry Wineroth, the
bookstore manager who
was kidnaped from his
Sunnyvale
home
and
forced at gunpoint to open
the store safe.

*292-0462

i niyht

BAKMAS Flower Shot

JUST 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

KINKO’S

SHIRLEY BAKMAS BOWDEN
3g. 10th and Santa Clara Streets

San Jose,

WI

795336

Chowchilla victims need
exam Ina tion, lawyers say
OAKLAND API The
defense in the mass
ChowchIlla kidnaping case
has asked that four victims
of the hijacking be tested
by a psychiatrist to
determine if they suffered
emotional harm in the
ordeal, court documents
released
yesterday
disclosed.
Attorneys for two of the
three confessed kidnapers

tiled motions asking courtordered
psychiatric
examinations
of
four
children the state contends
suffered physical and
emotional harm in the July
10, 1976, abduction.
A ruling on the request
made by attorneys for
Ricahrd Schoenfeld and
Fred Woods is expected to
be made on Monday by
Judge Leo Deegan in

Reed magazine staff
seeks artists writers
Staff structure of The
Reed, SJSU’s student
literary magazine, will be
discussed during a 12:30
p.m. meeting today.
Students with skills
and backgrounds in varied
areas including jopurnalism. English, art and
graphics are being sought
for staff members, according to adviser Shelby
Steele. assistant professor
of English.
"We want to set up a
kind of division of labor
during the meeting and see
what people are most interested in -fiction, poetry,
production, graphics or
whatever." Steele said.
As well as working in
areas of special interest
such as fiction or graphics,
students will also be able to
shape the overall format
and content of the annual
magazine, Reed editor
Robert German said.
Course
credit
in
English for staff members
can be received by con-

tacting
Steele
during
today’s meeting, the first of
the year, in Faculty Offices, room 104. Steele can
also be reached be phone at
277 2858.

Alameda Superior Court.
Woods, Schoenfeld and
his older brother, James
Schoenfeld, have confessed
to kidnaping the 26 children
and their bus driver In a
scheme for ransom

I ’,I

Rik

Within
Without
featuring

’1..twari

Tues, Thur 10-6
Wed. Fri

12-6

Saturday

10-1

480 South Tenth Street
San Jose
2940629

PAULS PLACE

22 Varieties of GIANT
SUBMARINES
Hours: 10 a.m.-5 pm

and
M S

H air Design
Hair Analysis
Skin Care
Analysis
Ear Marcia.

DANSKIN IS ANY WEAR.
PARKLANE HOSIERY IS EVERYWHERE.

1005 Second St.
at Son Fernando
San Jose Ca.
279.9096

Parklane Hosiery has body hugging
T.1,11 I, ins that fit you and your lifestyle for class,
Lissic or classy doings. Anywhere.
And with 400 stores throughout
America, Parklane Hosiery is the largest re-

INFORMAL DINING

TV’s
FOR RENT

Special Student Rates

ii Icr of Danskm leotards and tights and Seiva

There’s one near you.

paNane
HOSIERY
Lee \ ear, dancewear . . . everywhere.

$10.00 PER MONTH 377-2935
7

THE BOSTON STRIPPER
Stripping and Refinishing
ofANY wood furniture

ALL WORK DONE BY HAND
10% Wert ducount with ID Card

polka’ yak

B

of A. Nader Charge
294 5585

141 St hd. St

PEANUTS
Fine Food-Made To Order

Breakfast Special
2 Eggs
Cooked the
way you
like it
Hash Browns
I slice of toast

Salad Bar

HOFBRAU
Now Serving.
Corn Beef
Roast Beef
Swiss Ham

75

HAPPY HOURS

Build your
own salad!
The Freshest
Letiuce
Tomatoes
Cucumbers
Chives
Mushrooms
Your Combination
for

1.35
2:00-4:00 p.m. Mon. -Fri.
9:00-10:00 p.m. Mon-Thurs.

275 E. San Fernando
Between 6th and 7th
across from Dudley Hall

4

d
198 . scoop neck. long Ores e no apper S.M.L. Eat $8.50 B Soh leotard AM 75 gathered scoop. los hack S.M.L 754 "Free kirk" leotard. 11207. mock wrap. Vrte.k.
se S.M.L 119 50."Ftw stvle"Arar skirt 1200. mkk.all. In urine_ S.M.L$12.00 PGymnastic leotars18140. tip front.Vnrck, lone sleeve Bane. 5.M.L $926 Marching twin, A,$.clt 44,40

I lass’ le

The Parklane Hosiery store nearest you:
3. estgate Shopping Center, San Jose. 408478-1913; Almaden Fashion Plaza, San Ise,
Broadway & MacArthur Shipping Center, Oakland. 415-654.1218;
.e,tmont Mall. Oakland, 415-5694182; Southland Shopping Center. Hayward, 4157’11.211 I; 141 Sutter Street. San Francisco. 415-986-6912; 152 Powell Street. San
Francisco, 415.9817812; Stonestown Mall, San Franc ISCO, 415-681-1295; 362.364
Kearny Street, San Francisco. 415497.91201 Mayfield Mall, Mountain View, 4t5.9688779; Country Club Plaza. Sacramento, 916-4834250; Florin Center. Sacramento. 916108484-941i;

Treat yourself
to some natural
sandwhiches and
a variety of
grill orders

422-3559; Weherstown Shopping Center, Stockton, 204-477-8306. Coddington Shopping Center, Santa Rosa. 707-542-2825; Northridge Mall, Salinas 408-440.6902, Hilltop
Shopping Center, Richmond, 415.2214591; North Valley Mall, Ow, 915.3414416,
Merced Mall, Merced, 209-723-6991, Fashion Fair, Fresne. 20V-224-112n, Visalia Fair
Shopping Center. Visalia. 204-732-5440;
Plata. San Mateo, 415-524-1471;
Northgate Shopping Center, San Rafael, 415479.3699, Sunrise Mall. l’itrus Heights.
416426.2121.

